Abstract. Recently, [5, 6] established that optimizers to the martingale optimal transport problem (MOT) are concentrated on c-monotone sets. In this article we characterize monotonicity preserving transformations revealing certain symmetries between optimizers of MOT for different cost functions. Due to the intimate connection of MOT and the Skorokhod embedding problem (SEP) these transformations are also monotonicity preserving and disclose symmetries for certain solutions to the optimal SEP. Furthermore, the SEP picture allows to easily understand the geometry of these transformations once we have established the SEP counterparts to the known solutions of MOT based on the monotonicity principle for SEP which in turn allows to directly read off the structure of the MOT optimizers.
Introduction
Given probabilities µ and ν on R and a cost function c : R×R → R the martingale optimal transport problem (MOT) is to minimize c(x, y) dQ(x, y) among all martingale couplings Q of µ and ν, i.e. among all couplings satisfying y dQ x (y) = x for µ-a.e. x, where (Q x ) x denotes a disintegration of Q with respect to µ. The articles [5, 6] showed that similar to the classical optimal transport problem optimizers are characterized by a local optimality condition in that every optimizer is concentrated on a c-monotone set Ξ. If c is sufficiently nice, also the reverse holds. Every martingale coupling concentrated on Ξ is optimal between its marginals [5, 12] . This indicates that in order to understand the optimizers of MOT it is necessary to understand the geometry of c-monotone sets.
One way of understanding this geometry is to understand the rigidity of its characterizing properties under transformations. On the other hand, transformations of martingales play a prominent role in modern stochastic. The aim of this article is to understand the rigidity of c-monotone sets as well as the stability of the martingale property under so called monotonicity preserving transformations. As a byproduct these transformations reveal various new symmetries between solutions to MOT for different cost functions.
More precisely, given intervals I, J, I ′ , J ′ each bijective map T : I × J → I ′ × J The purpose of T is to move mass from a point (x, y) to a point (x ′ , y ′ ), whereas h rescales the mass. Because h is taken to be strictly positive, the structure of the 'support' of a measure π is only transformed via T .
Roughly speaking, the pair (T, h) is a monotonicity preserving transformation if it maps a c-monotone set Ξ into a c ′ -monotone set Ξ ′ (for a precise definition we refer to Section 4). It turns out that there are only very few such transformations: Theorem 1.1. Let T (x, y) = (s(x, y), t(x, y)) : I × J → I ′ × J ′ be bijective and h : I ×J → (0, ∞). Assume that (T, h) is a monotonicity preserving transformation. Then s does not depend on y and t and h do not depend on x.
(1) either h is constant and t is affine in y; (2) or h is affine in y (h(y) = c(y − b)) and t is of the form t(y) = a/(y − b).
We stress that a monotonicity preserving transformation does not need to (and in general will not) preserve the marginals or the martingale property. However, if we additionally require the transformation to preserve the martingale property, we get a new characterization of a well known transformation, the change of numeraire transformation which has been studied for MOT in [7] . The second transformation is only well-defined for I, J ⊆ (b, ∞) and for a probability measure π, we only have that τ (π) is a probability measure if c −1 + b = x dπ 1 = y dπ 2 .
Further examples of monotonicity preserving transformations are the mirror transformations in [15, Remark 5.2] . We emphasize that-using the transformation T (x, y) = (−x, y), h ≡ 1-our results also reveal certain symmetries between optimizers of |x − y| and those of |x + y|.
We note that the assumption on the domain of the map T in Theorem 1.1 is not very restrictive since this is precisely the shape of the domain of an irreducible component of the pair (µ, ν) as shown in [5, Theorem 8.4 ].
Already in one of the first articles on MOT [17] the intimate connection of MOT and the Skorokhod embedding problem (SEP) was used to construct the optimizer for the cost function c(x, y) = −|x − y|. The relation between MOT and SEP was used in [4] to give a short proof of the uniqueness of left monotone martingale couplings. The reason for this fruitful connection is simple: Any discrete time martingale can be interpolated to a continuous time martingale [14] and, hence, by the Dambis-Dubins-Schwarz theorem the optimal SEP can be seen as a continuous time version of MOT.
Recently, [1] established that solutions of the optimal SEP, i.e. solutions of SEP optimizing a given cost functional γ, are concentrated on γ-monotone sets Γ. Understanding these sets for different γ allows to construct various solutions to the optimal SEP including all known solutions as special cases. Viewing the optimal SEP as a continuous time version of MOT the transformations characterized in Theorem 1.1 induce transformations of the γ-monotone sets for the optimal SEP for the specific class of functionals γ of the form γ(g, t) = γ(g(0), g(t)) for g ∈ C[0, t] and, thus, Theorem 1.1 discloses symmetries between different solutions of SEP.
Furthermore, the understanding of the geometry of the γ-monotone sets for the SEP counterparts to the MOT problems allows us to give a simple derivation of the known solutions to MOT. From the specific structure of the SEP solutions one can directly read off the defining properties of the optimal martingale couplings. Building on this, it is straightforward to deduce the optimizers for the transformed MOT problem, i.e. for the MOT with respect to the cost function c ′ = (c/h) • T −1 . It is desirable to have a result similar to Theorem 1.1 also for the general optimal SEP. However, it seems that a necessary ingredient is still missing, a 'full monotonicity principle'. We give a conjecture on this principle and observe that the conjecture holds for the special case of cost functions γ considered in this article due to the connection of SEP and MOT.
1.1. Related literature. The MOT was introduced in [3] where also a duality result was established for lower semicontinuous cost functions. The duality result was extended in [6] to Borel measurable cost functions building on a deep understanding of MOT developed in [5] which develops a theory parallel to classical optimal transport. Additionally, [5] construct the optimizer for cost functions of the form c(x, y) = h(y − x) with h ′′′ > 0 (h ′′′ < 0 resp.), the so called left (right resp.) monotone couplings. It was shown in [15] that the left (right resp.) monotone couplings are also optimizers for the cost functions c satisfying the generalized Spence-Mirrlees condition c xyy < 0 (c xyy > 0 resp.). Previously, [17, 16] constructed the optimizers for the cost functions c(x, y) = ±|x − y| not satisfying the Spence-Mirrlees condition.
In higher dimension, first results have been established by [11, 19] . The duality result was extended in various directions to continuous time, e.g. [10, 8, 9, 18, 2, 13] and references therein.
1.2.
Outline. In Section 2 we recall some facts on martingale optimal transport as well as the monotonicity principle of [1] that will allow us to give a simple geometric explanation of the structure of all known solutions to MOT in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and show that their geometric consequences can be easily unraveled using the SEP picture of martingale optimal transport. We end by stating a conjecture on a full monotonicity principle for Skorokhod embedding in Section 5.
Preliminaries
2.1. Martingale Optimal Transport. Let µ, ν ∈ P 1 (R) (where P 1 (X) denotes the set of all probability measures on a space X with finite first moments). Let Cpl(µ, ν) be the set of all couplings of µ and ν, i.e. measures on R 2 with marginals µ and ν, and let MCpl(µ, ν) ⊆ Cpl(µ, ν) be the subset of all martingale couplings, i.e. all couplings under which the coordinate process (X, Y ) becomes a martingale, where X(x, y) = x and Y (x, y) = y. By Strassen's Theorem MCpl(µ, ν) = ∅ iff µ and ν are increasing in convex order, i.e. ϕ dµ ≤ ϕ dν for all convex functions ϕ. A measure Q ∈ Cpl(µ, ν) is a martingale coupling iff for any disintegration (Q x ) x of Q with respect to µ it holds that µ-a.s.
Let c : R × R → R be some cost function. Then, the martingale optimal transport problem is to solve
c(x, y) Q(dx, dy) .
It is not hard to see that MCpl(µ, ν) is compact with respect to to the weak topology and, hence, (MOT) admits a minimizer if c is lower semicontinuous and bounded from below since then the functional
is lower semicontinuous by the Portmanteau theorem. Beiglböck, Nutz and Touzi showed in [6] the following geometric characterization of optimizers to (MOT). (1) A measure Q ∈ MCpl(µ, ν) is concentrated on Ξ iff it is optimal for P mg µ,ν (c). (2) Letμ,ν be probabilities increasing in convex order. If Q ∈ MCpl(μ,ν) is concentrated on Ξ, then Q is optimal for P mḡ µ,ν (c). In this article we will use a local version which was derived previously in [5] , see also [12] for a small extension. To state it we need to introduce the notion of competitor which is also central in this paper. Definition 2.2.
(1) Let α and β be two finite measures on R 2 . Then β is called competitor of α if it has the same marginals α 0 and α 1 and for any disintegrations (α x ) x and (β x ) x of α resp. β with respect to the first marginal α 0 it holds for α 0 a.e. x that y α x (dy) = y β x (dy) .
(2.1)
is called c-monotone (or just monotone) if for any finite measure α concentrated on Ξ with |supp(α)| < ∞ and any competitor β of α it holds that c dα ≤ c dβ .
Then we have the following result: . Let Q be an optimizer of (MOT) with P mg µ,ν (c) < ∞. Then there is a c-monotone set Ξ satisfying Q(Ξ) = 1. Moreover, if c is upper-semicontinuous and bounded from above by integrable functions (with respect to µ resp. ν) this condition is also sufficient.
2.2.
The optimal Skorokhod embedding problem. Fix µ, ν ∈ P(R) increasing in convex order. For notational convenience we assume that ν has second moment. For the general case we refer to [1] . Let (Ω, G, (G t ) t≥0 , P) be some complete stochastic base which is sufficiently rich to support a Brownian motion B starting in µ and a uniform G 0 -measurable random variable independent of B. Let S := {(f, s) : f ∈ C([0, s])} and fix γ : S → R. We put γ t := γ((B s ) s≤t , t) and note that this is an optional process. For (f, s), (g, t) ∈ S we define the concatenation of f and g by
The optimal Skorokhod embedding problem is to find a minimizer of
among all G stopping times τ such that B τ ∼ ν and (B t∧τ ) t≥0 is uniformly integrable. We write Opt γ for the set of all optimizer of (OptSEP). Considering another functionalγ : S → R we say thatτ ∈ Opt γ is a secondary optimizer if it minimizes
among all τ ∈ Opt γ . We will say that (OptSEP) is well posed if E[γ τ ] exists with values in (−∞, ∞] for all τ satisfying B τ ∼ ν and (B t∧τ ) t≥0 is uniformly integrable and it is finite for one such τ ; similarly for (OptSEP 2 ). It is not hard to see that an optimizer to (OptSEP 2 ) exists if for example γ,γ are lower semicontinuous and bounded from below (see [1, Theorem 4 .1]).
, and for every (G t ) t≥0 -stopping time σ which satisfies 0 < E[σ] < ∞,
whenever both sides are well defined, and the left-hand side is finite. We say that (f, s), (g, t) ∈ S × S constitutes a secondary stop-go pair, written (f, s), (g, t) ∈ SG 2 , iff f (s) = g(t), and for every (G t ) t≥0 -stopping time σ which satisfies 0 < E[σ] < ∞ the inequality (2.2) holds with ≥ and if
whenever both sides are well-defined and the left-hand side (of (2.4)) is finite.
Definition 2.5. We say that Γ ⊆ S is γ-monotone if
where
The following theorem is proven in [1, Theorems 5.7 and 5.16].
Theorem 2.6 (Monotonicity Principle). Let γ,γ : S → R be Borel measurable, suppose that (OptSEP) is well posed and thatτ is an optimizer. Then there exists a γ-monotone Borel set Γ ⊆ S such that P-a.s.
is well posed andτ is also an optimizer to this problem, then there exists aγ|γ-monotone Borel set Γ ⊆ S such that P-a.s.
MOT via SEP
To show the connection between MOT and the SEP, we sketch how the properties of solutions to MOT for well-known cost functions can be derived using the monotonicity results for SEP. We will do this in detail for the case of Spence-Mirrlees cost functions. The proof for the form of maximizing and minimizing transports for |x − y| is very similar and will therefore be reduced to a sketch. Proposition 3.1. Assume that µ({x}) = 0 for all x ∈ R. Then, there exists a unique stopping time τ BJ which minimizes
over all solutions to SEP for any cost function c satisfying the Spence-Mirrlees condition c xyy < 0. It is of the form τ BJ = inf{t > 0 : B t − B 0 > ψ(B t )} a.s., for some measurable function ψ (cf. Figure 1 ). This is the unique solution to SEP of this form.
Proof. Pick c such that (OptSEP) is well posed. Since c is continuous, hence lowersemicontinuous, there is a minimizerτ . Put γ(g, t) = c(g(0), g(t)). Pick by Theorem 2.6 a γ-monotone set Γ supportingτ. We claim that
This is represented in Figure 2 . To see this, pick some stopping time σ with positive and finite expectation and observe that for some fixed y ∈ R the map Figure 1 . The Brownian motion travels along lines parallel to the main diagonal and is stopped when it hits the boundary.
Bt
Figure 2. This picture shows two examples of a stop-go pair (one in blue, one in orange). For both pairs, the left-hand image shows a pair that leads to higher costs than the right-hand pair for a Spence-Mirrlees type cost function.
is strictly decreasing due to the strict concavity of y → c x (x, y). Pick some pair
Now define
Denote the hitting times of R op and R cl by τ op and τ cl resp., i.e.
Since P(((B s ) s≤τ (ω),τ (ω)) ∈ Γ) = 1 we have τ cl ≤τ ≤ τ op a.s. It remains to show that τ cl = τ op a.s. Put ψ(y) := inf{d : (d, y) ∈ R cl } and observe that
(Note that ψ is in general only lower semianalytic, and in particular universally measurable. We can therefore replace ψ by a Borel measurable function that agrees with ψ outside a set N such that P[B τop ∈ N ] = P[B τcl ∈ N ] = 0 and is ψ(x) ≡ +∞ on N . We denote this function again by ψ, as the transformation does not affect τ op/cl .) To show that τ op = τ cl it is easier to work in a slightly deformed geometry. Using the transformation (d, y) → (d − y, y) and setting
it is immediate that the respective hitting timesτ op andτ cl of the process (−B 0 , B t ) agree with τ op and τ cl . Their almost sure equality follows from Lemma 3.2 below. Uniqueness of this embedding can be shown by an argument due to Loynes [20] based on previous work by Root [21] for which we refer to [4] . Lemma 3.2. Let π be a probability measure on R 2 such that the first marginal π 1 is continuous (i.e. atom free) and let ψ : R → R be a Borel function. Define subsets
Start a vertically moving Brownian motion B in π and define
Let (X, Y ) have distribution π and be independent from B, then τ cl (X, Y ) = τ op (X, Y ) almost surely.
We say that y is a local minimum of ψ if ψ(y ′ ) ≥ ψ(y) for all y ′ in a neighbourhood of y. Set I := {ψ(y) : y is a local minimum of ψ}.
It then follows that I is at most countable: assume by contradiction that there exist an uncountable family A ⊆ R and corresponding neighborhoods (a − ε a , a + ε a ), a ∈ A such that for x ∈ (a − ε a , a + ε a ) we have ψ(x) ≥ ψ(a) and a, a
Passing to an uncountable subset of A, we can assume that there is some η > 0 such that ε a > η for all a ∈ A. For a = a ′ both in A we cannot
On the complement of I × R we have almost surely
and since I is countable and π 1 is continuous we have π(I ×R) = 0, we can conclude that {τ op (X, Y ) = 0}∆{τ cl (X, Y ) = 0} is a nullset. Now consider x, y ∈ I c × R such that τ cl (x, y), τ op (x, y) > 0 and fix ε > 0. Pick
Fix a family of intervals (I n ) n such that they form a partition of the vertical axis. For each n define x n := inf{ψ(y) : y ∈ I n } and set a n := x n − δ and b n := x n + δ for some δ > 0. Fix y n ∈ I n such that [b n , ∞) × {y n } ⊆ R op . We then define stopping times
On the set G we then have τ ≤ τ cl ≤ τ op ≤ τ . Choosing the partition sufficiently fine, and δ sufficiently small, we obtain P(τ − τ > ε) < ε, proving the assertion.
By the previous theorem, this is precisely a supporting set of the martingale coupling (B 0 , B τBJ ). Moreover, τ BJ being the hitting time of a right barrier
in the (B t − B 0 , B t )-phase space it immediately follows-one can directly read it off from Figure 1 -that Ξ is left monotone (as defined in [5] ), i.e. if (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 1 , y 2 ), (x 2 , y ′ ) ∈ Ξ such that x 1 < x 2 and y 1 < y 2 then y ′ / ∈ (y 1 , y 2 ).
Remark 3.4. Note that to deduce the left monotone structure of an optimal martingale coupling the assumption of µ not charging atoms is not needed. In fact, it is sufficient to identify the stop-go pairs SG as in (3.1) since observing a path g being stopped at g(t) = y ′ > g(0) = x 2 no path starting at x 1 < x 2 can cross the level y ′ not being stopped without violating (3.1). A similar remark applies to the embedding minimizing ±|x − y| below. 
Similarly we can prove the well-known properties for the optimizers in the socalled forward start straddle problem: Proposition 3.6. Assume that µ({x}) = 0 for all x ∈ R. There exists a stopping time τ HN which minimizes E[−|B τ − B 0 |] over all solutions to (SEP) and which is of the form τ HN = inf{t > 0 :
Proof. The proof runs along similar lines as for Proposition 3.1 once we identified the secondary stop-go pairs. For simplicity we assume that ν has finite third moment. Consider the functionals γ ((f, s) 
Fix some y ∈ R and a stopping time σ with positive and finite expectation and observe that
x → E[|y + B σ − x|] − |y − x| is monotonically increasing on (−∞, y] and monotonically decreasing on (y, +∞). Figure 3 . The barrier solution optimizing the SEP for the cost functional −|B t − B 0 | in the phase space (B t − B 0 , B t ).
with equality iff B σ ≥ −(g(t) − g (0)). Then we have |g(t)
Hence, by strict concavity of −3(y − x) 2 = ∂ x |x − y| 3 on the set {(x, y) : x < y} we have
showing that ((f, s), (g, t)) ∈ SG 2 . An almost identical analysis shows the claim for the case f (s) = g(t) < g(0) < f (0) finishing the proof.
Looking at Figure 3 one directly sees that the martingale coupling (B 0 , B τHN ) is concentrated on the graph of two non-decreasing functions.
Furthermore, changing a few signs at the appropriate spaces in the last proof we directly get: Proposition 3.7. Suppose the supports of the marginal measures µ and ν are disjoint and µ({x}) = 0 for all x ∈ R. There exists a stopping time τ HK which minimizes E[|B τ − B 0 |] over all solutions to (SEP) and which is of the form τ HK = inf{t > 0 : B t − B 0 ∈ (ψ 1 (B t ), ψ 2 (B t )) a.s., for some measurable functions ψ 1 ≤ 0 ≤ ψ 2 . Suppose additionally the existence of an interval I such that µ(I) = ν(I c ) = 1 (cf. [16, Dispersion Assumption 2.1]). Then this is the unique solution to (SEP) of this form.
Looking at Figure 4 we see that the martingale coupling (B 0 , B τHK ) is concentrated on the graph of two non-increasing functions.
Remark 3.8. The last proposition remains true also if the marginals are not disjoint but the full Dispersion Assumption of [16] holds. In fact, it then follows from the structure of SG 2 that the common mass µ ∧ ν stays where it is. This is similar to the Rost embedding with general starting law, e.g. [1, Theorem 2.4].
Furthermore the result holds true for the more general class of cost functions c(x, y) = |x − y| p with 0 < p ≤ 1. Writing up the condition for the stop-go pairs shows that the stop-go pairs agree with the ones for |x − y|. 
Monotone Transformations
We propose a class of transformations of cost functions that will in particular comprise the transformation in [7] and linear transformations from h(x − y) to h(x+y). The idea is that this allows us to derive monotone sets for the transformed cost function as transformations of monotone sets of the original cost function. To prove this monotonicity, we need an accompanying transformation of measures that preserves competitors.
Competitor-Preserving Transformations.
Let us start with the definition of the types of transformations we are interested in (where E(X) denotes the finite measures on a space X): Definition 4.1. We call a bijective transformation τ : E(I × J) → E(I ′ × J ′ ) competitor preserving, if for given competitors α ′ and β ′ concentrated on I ′ × J ′ we have that τ −1 (α ′ ) and τ −1 (β ′ ) are also competitors.
We will identify competitor preserving τ of a specific form:
Definition 4.2. Let T : I × J → I ′ × J ′ be a bijective map and h : I × J → R + . We say the pair (T, h) is a monotonicity preserving transformation if the induced transformation τ :
for all bounded continuous g is competitor preserving.
The inverse transformation of τ from Definition 4.2 is then characterized by
for all bounded continuous functions g. This fact will be used in the proof of the following theorem, characterizing the competitor-preserving transformations (T, h).
Theorem 4.3. Let T (x, y) = (s(x, y), t(x, y)) be a bijective map and h : I × J → (0, ∞). Then we must have that s is constant in y and t and h are constant in x.
Furthermore t and h must be of one of the following forms:
(1) h is constant and t is affine in y; (2) h is affine in y (h(y) = c(y − b)) and t is of the form t(y) = a/(y − b).
The proof of Theorem 4.3 is structured in five preliminary results. The first characterizes functions that cannot distinguish between competitors. The next three describe restrictions on the class of bijective monotonicity preserving transformations arising from their definition. After that we will prove a representation of the inverse transformation of (T, h) in Proposition 4.8 and derive the representation of T from that.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose f : I × J → R for I and J (possibly unbounded) intervals in R is such that α(f ) = β(f ) whenever α and β are competitors. Then we can find a representation of f of the form f (x, y) = ϕ(x) + ψ(y) + k(x)y.
Proof. Consider the competitors
for y 1 < y λ < y 2 ∈ J and x 1 , x 2 ∈ I arbitrary and λ ∈ (0, 1) such that y λ = λy 1 + (1 − λ)y 2 . Then by assumption we must have α(f ) = β(f ) which amounts to
As y 1 < y λ < y 2 were arbitrary, the non-linear shape of f along y does not depend on x and we can set g(x, y) := f (x, y) − ψ(y) for ψ(y) := f (x 0 , y) and x 0 ∈ I arbitrary but fixed. For any x ∈ I we then have that g(x, y) is linear in y and the result follows.
Any function f satisfying the assumptions of the last Lemma will be called competitorblind.
Observe that two measures α and β are competitors if and only if they cannot distinguish between competitorblind functions. More concretely, they are competitors if for any g ∈ C b (R) we have
and sums of these functions (and their limits) are the only functions such that equality holds for arbitrary competitors.
Lemma 4.5. Lets : I ′ → I andt : J ′ → J be non-constant functions andh :
Proof. We can writeh(x, y) = ϕ(x) + ψ(y) + k(x)y by assumption. In the case of (i), we always have that g(s(x))(ϕ(x) + k(x)y) is competitorblind. Therefore we must in particular have that g(s(x))ψ(y) is competitorblind. For arbitrary x 1 < x 2 and y 1 < y λ < y 2 with λ ∈ (0, 1) such that y λ = λy 1 + (1 − λ)y 2 we then have
by choosing as above a pair of competitors
Ass was assumed to be non-constant, we can choose x 1 and x 2 such thats(x 1 ) = s(x 2 ) and therefore ψ has to be linear in y and then alsoh has to be linear in y.
In the case of (ii), we always have that g(t(y))ψ(y) is competitorblind and hence g(t(y))(ϕ(x) + k(x)y) must be competitorblind. As in part (i) we derive that for any x 1 < x 2 ∈ I and y 1 < y λ < y 2 ∈ J with λ ∈ (0, 1) accordingly, we have that
Ast is non-constant, we can find y 1 and y 2 witht(y 1 ) =t(y 2 ) and can then choose g such that λg(t(y 1 )) + (1 − λ)g(t(y 2 )) − g(t(y λ )) = 0 but λg(t(y 1 ))y 1 + (1 − λ)g(t(y 2 ))y 2 − g(t(y λ ))y λ = 0 which yields that k is a constant function. Now choosing a function g such that λg(t(y 1 )) + (1 − λ)g(t(y 2 )) − g(t(y λ )) = 0 yields that also ϕ is a constant function.
The proof of the following Lemma is elementary but technical and therefore deferred to the appendix. 
Ift is non-constant in y for all x ∈ I ′ thent is constant in x. Moreover, we have for someā,b,c,d ∈ R
• eitherh(x, y) =dy andt(x, y) =ā dy +bd
Using this Lemma we can prove the main part of Theorem 4.3. It is easier to prove the shape of the inverse transform first, which will be done in Proposition 4.8, and deduce the representation of the original transform from it.
We first prove another auxiliary result.
Lemma 4.7. Let t : I × J →J, and h : I × J → (0, ∞) be such that (g • t) · h is competitorblind for all g ∈ C b (R), then t cannot be injective.
Proof. Assume the contrary and consider the usual pair of competitors
for some x 1 , x 2 ∈ I and y 1 < y λ < y 2 ∈ J. Then for arbitrary g ∈ C b (R) we must have
By injectivity of t we can consider a function g such that g(t(x i , y j )) = 1/h(x i , y j ) for i, j ∈ {1, 2}. For any such g we must have
Now we can easily choose values of g that contradict this property.
Proposition 4.8. Lets : , y) ,t(x, y)) maps bijectively from I ′ × J ′ to I × J. Furthermore leth : I ′ × J ′ → (0, ∞) be chosen such that for any g ∈ C b (R) we have that (g •s) ·h, (g •t) ·h and (g •s) · (t −s) ·h are competitorblind. Thens is constant in y andt is constant in x.
Proof. First assume thats is not constant in y. Accordingly we fix some x 1 ∈ I ′ and y 1 < y 2 ∈ J ′ such thats(x 1 , y 1 ) =s(x 1 , y 2 ). Recall thatt cannot be injective on I ′ × (y 1 , y 2 ) by Lemma 4.7. Therefores cannot be constant on this area, because that would contradict the bijectivity ofT .
We now want to show thats has to depend on x. Assume for contradiction that s does not depend on x. By the above paragraph it then cannot be constant in y as well on I ′ × (y 1 , y 2 ). This puts us in the setting of Lemma 4.5 (ii) which implies thath has to be constant in x on this interval. With slight abuse of notation we will therefore writes(y) =s(x, y) andh(y) =h(x, y) for (x, y) ∈ I ′ × (y 1 , y 2 ). By assumption we have that g(s(y))(t(x, y) −s(y))h(y) is competitorblind and in particular g(s(y))h(y)t(x, y) is also competitorblind on I ′ × (y 1 , y 2 ). Another application of Lemma 4.5 (ii) yields thath(y)t(x, y) does not depend on x. In particulart does not depend on x and thereforeT does not depend on x and cannot be bijective.
As we now know thats cannot be constant in x, we can find y λ ∈ (y 1 , y 2 ) and x 2 ∈ I ′ such thats(x 1 , y λ ) =s(x 2 , y λ ). We consider again the usual pair of competitors
By assumption we have that for arbitrary g ∈ C b (R) the equality
holds. As in Lemma 4.7, there is enough freedom in the choice of g that this leads to a contradiction. Hence,s does not depend on y and we can writes(x, y) =s(x). Now Lemma 4.5 (i) implies thath is affine in y. This yields that g(s(x))s(x)h(x, y) is competitorblind for any continuous bounded g. As we assumed that g(s(x))(t(x, y)− s(x))h(x, y) is competitorblind we also obtain that g(s(x))t(x, y)h(x, y) has to be competitorblind. This implies thatt(x, y)h(x, y) is affine in y using Lemma 4.5 (i) again.
Therefore we can writet(x, y) = a(x)+b(x)y c(x)+d(x)y for some functions a, b, c and d, wherẽ h(x, y) = c(x) + d(x)y and therefore c(x) + d(x)y > 0 everywhere. By assumption we have that g(t(x, y))h(x, y) is competitorblind for bounded continuous g and by approximation then also thatt(x, y)
kh (x, y) is competitorblind. We must also have that for all x, the function y →t(x, y) is non-constant, because otherwisẽ T (x, y) = (s(x),t(x, y)) is not injective. Thereforet andh satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4.6 which yields thatt is constant in x.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let α ′ , β ′ be competitors concentrated on I ′ × J ′ . We need that α = τ −1 (α ′ ) and β = τ −1 (β ′ ) for τ as defined above are also competitors. By the definition of τ we have for a function f :
For α and β to be competitors, we need that conditions (C1) − (C3) hold (introduced above Lemma 4.5). This gives
and similarly for (C2) and (C3). In particular we need that (g •s)h, (g •t)h and (g •s)(t −s)h are competitorblind functions. From Proposition 4.8 we then get that s only depends on x, andt andh only depend on y with the representations given by Lemma 4.6. Now, s and t are the inverse functions ofs andt and h(x, y) = 1/h(T (x, y)).
In the case where we have thath is constant andt is affine, then we also have that h is constant and t is affine.
In the case where we have thath is linear andt is affine in 1/y ′ we now get that t is of the form t(y) = a/(y − b) and h(y) = c(y − b).
4.2.
Pushing Monotonicity Along Transformations. We are interested in competitor preserving transformations because they allow us to identify monotone sets for new cost functions derived from such transformations in the following way: Proposition 4.9. Let (T, h) be a monotonicity preserving transformation and let c be a cost function. Define a new cost function c
Proof. Let α ′ be a finite measure concentrated on Ξ ′ and β ′ be a competitor of α ′ . Then α := τ −1 (α ′ ) and β := τ −1 (β ′ ) are competitors such that α is concentrated on Ξ. Therefore we have that α
As α ′ and β ′ were arbitrary, we have that Ξ ′ is a c ′ -monotone set.
Example 4.10. Let c be a Spence-Mirrlees cost function (i.e. c xyy < 0). We know that a set Ξ is c-monotone if and only if it is left monotone. We consider the simple transformation T (x, y) = (−x, y) and h(y) = 1. Then (T, h) is monotonicity preserving by Theorem 1.1 with respect to the transformed cost function c
∈ Ξ} is c ′ -monotone by Proposition 4.9. Indeed we can easily check that Ξ ′ is right monotone: Suppose we have (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 1 , y 2 ), (x 2 , y ′ ) ∈ Ξ ′ with x 2 < x 1 and y 1 < y ′ < y 2 , then we have (−x 1 , y 1 ), (−x 1 , y 2 ), (−x 2 , y ′ ) ∈ Ξ with −x 1 < −x 2 which contradicts the left-monotonicity of Ξ.
Remark 4.11. The example above holds true replacing T byT (x, y) = (s(x), y) for some differentiable function s such that s ′ (x) < 0 on the support of µ.
Example 4.12. Let c(x, y) = −|x − y| and again set T (x, y) = (−x, y) and h(y) = 1. Then c ′ (x, y) = −|x + y|. If µ is continuous and Ξ is a monotone set for c, then it is concentrated on two graphs of increasing functions as established above. Then T (Ξ) is concentrated on two graphs of decreasing functions which corresponds to the shape of monotone sets for this cost function established in [22] .
Example 4.13. The transformation described in [7] is given by T (x, y) = (1/x, 1/y) with h(y) = y. For the cost function c(x, y) = −|x − y| this yields the transformed cost c ′ (x, y) = −|1/x − 1/y|/(1/y) = −|y/x − 1| (for x, y > 0). Furthermore the graph of an increasing function is transformed into the graph of an increasing function under this map T , which shows that the optimizer of −|y/x − 1| is also concentrated on two graphs of increasing functions. Similarly one can deal with c(x, y) = |x − y| and cost functions of Spence-Mirrlees type.
Transformations of Martingales.
The given transformations only transform monotone sets into monotone sets for a modified cost function. They do not necessarily transform optimal martingale transports into optimal martingale transports. It is possible to have a monotone set that is not even capable of supporting a martingale, e.g. Ξ = {(0, 1)}. Nevertheless if a martingale is concentrated on a c-monotone set (for sufficiently nice c), it is optimal. For our transformation to preserve martingales we would have to ask for a more stringent condition. Namely we would need g(s(x))(t(y) − s(x))h(y)dπ(x, y) = 0 to hold for arbitrary martingales and bounded continuous functions g. This can only hold if (t(y) − s(x))h(y) = r(x)(y − x) which by a simple analysis shows that this is only possible for concatenations of transformations of the form T (x, y) = (ax + b, ay + b), h(y) = c or T (x, y) = (1/x, 1/y) and h(y) = cy which proves necessity in Theorem 1.2. It is trivial to see that transformations of the first form preserve martingales, while it was shown in [7] that transformations of the second form also preserve martingales. In this section we show that there are clear geometric interpretations of monotonicity preserving transformations which can be well understood using the relation of MOT and SEP. Let us consider a cost function c satisfying the generalized Spence-Mirrlees condition c xyy < 0. By Proposition 3.1 we know that the corresponding SEP solution is the hitting time of a right barrier (see Remark 3.3) in the phase space (B t −B 0 , B t ). The map T (x, y) = (−x, −y) the point reflection at (0, 0) transforms the right barrier into a left barrier, similarly for the transformation T (x, y) = (1/x, 1/y). This barrier corresponds to solutions for cost functions c ′ satisfying c ′ xyy > 0 or equivalently to the maximization problem with respect to the cost function c with c xyy < 0 (see Remark 3.5) .
Considering the transformations T (x, y) = (−x, y), the reflection at the y-axis, again a right barrier will be mapped into a left barrier in the (B t − B 0 , B t ) phase space. The transformed cost function satisfies c ′ (x, y) = c(−x, y). Specifying c(x, y) = |y − x| we get c ′ (x, y) = |y + x|. Moreover, writing the corresponding SEP solution in the (B t +B 0 , B t ) phase space we end up with a right barrier. To be more specific, if the original optimal stopping time is τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : B t − B 0 ≥ ψ(B t )} then the modified stopping rule is given by τ ′ = inf{t ≥ 0 : B t + B 0 ≥ ψ(B t )} which can be rewritten to τ ′ = inf{t ≥ 0 : B t − B 0 ≤ 2B t − ψ(B t )}, showing that it is equivalent to a left barrier in the (B t − B 0 , B t ) phase space revealing a surprising symmetry between solutions for the cost functions γ(f, s) = |f (s) − f (0)| and γ ′ (f, s) = |f (s) + f (0)|. These transformations are depicted in Figure 5 . Similarly for the cost functional −|B 0 − B t | we get that the optimal stopping time is given by two barriers in the (B t − B 0 , B t ) phase space. As before the transformation T (x, y) = (−x, y) transforms these barriers into two barriers in the (B t + B 0 , B t ) phase space. This is depicted in Figure 6 .
We emphasize that this form of transformations does not lead to the optimal stopping time for the same marginals µ, ν that the original barrier was constructed for. If we start an arbitrary distribution µ and stop it at this barrier, it will be the optimal stopping time between its marginals. , s) , whereas the analogues of other transformations might be less obvious. Nevertheless, the 'good' transformations reveal symmetries between solutions to (OptSEP) for different cost functions γ. To establish an analogue to Proposition 4.9 for (OptSEP) it seems to be necessary to find and prove a full monotonicity principle. Comparing with MOT we now give a conjecture on this full monotonicity principle. To this end, we need the following definition.
Definition 5.1. Let α and β be two finite measures on S. Put h initial (f, s) = f (0) and h final (f, s) = f (s). We say that β is a competitor of α iff 2) and for all martingales ϕ such that there is a continuous function H : S → R such that ϕ(ω, t) = H(ω ↾[0,t] , t) ϕ dα := H dα = H dβ =: ϕ dβ . Conditions (5.1) and (5.2) are the obvious analogues of the equal marginal constraint in Definition 2.2. The condition (5.3) should be compared to (2.1). Since a full monotonicity principle for (OptSEP) needs to be able to make pathwise comparisons we only require (5.3) for functions which are well defined on a pointwise level. Examples for competitors can be read off from Definition 2.4, i.e. given a stopping time σ with positive and finite expectation we set α = δ (g,t) + δ (f,s)⊕((Bu) u≤σ (ω),σ(ω)) P(dω) β = δ (f,s) + δ (g,t)⊕((Bu) u≤σ (ω),σ(ω)) P(dω) .
The following should be compared to Definition 2.4(ii).
Definition 5.2. We say that a set Γ ⊆ S is strongly γ-monotone if for any finite measure α concentrated on Γ such that (h initial ) * α is concentrated on finitely many points and any competitor β of α it holds that γ dα ≤ γ dβ.
Conjecture. Let γ : S → R be Borel µ, ν be two probabilities on R increasing in convex order. There exists a strongly γ-monotone set Γ ⊆ S such that a solution τ of SEP is a solution to (OptSEP) if and only if P[(B τ , τ ) ∈ Γ] = 1.
We only note here that the conjecture holds for functionals γ(f, s) = c(f (0), f (s)) due to the intimate connection of MOT and SEP and the respective result for MOT, Theorem 2.1. As the left side is a polynomial in y, the right side must also be a polynomial in y which can only hold if we can write ψ(y) = p −1 y −1 + p 2 y 2 (we can assume that no constant and linear term exists by modifying ϕ and k accordingly).
Next observe that we cannot have both p −1 = 0 and p 2 = 0. In this case we must have c(x) = d(x) = 0 for all x so that we do not have a term depending on y 3 nor a term that depends on y −1 on the right side which is necessary for this equality to hold. However, this contradicts the assumption that c(x) + d(x)y > 0.
Furthermore, it is also impossible to have p −1 = p 2 = 0. In this case the above equation simplifies to 
